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By going beyond the classroom and getting
involved in commu nity-based projects,
students become connected to the outside
world and are offered opportunities to

for change the public's attitude toward art.

MARIA LlM, EUNJUNG CHANG, and BORIM SONG

Figure 1.  Preservice art  teachers brainstorm mural  ideas.

ccording to Lawton (2010), art educators should be concerned with teaching their
students to make critical connections between the classroom and the outside world.
One effective way to make these critical connections is to provide students with the

opportuni ty to engage in community-based art  endeavors (Bol in,2000; Gude,2OO7). In th is
art icle, three university art educators discuss engaging preservice art teachers in community
arts events. The f irst author reviews a collaborative mural project as a meaning-making process
that fostered a constructive partnership between the university and the local public school
and promoted preservice art teachers'posit ive att i tudes toward community service-learning
art projects. The second author examines the Pecan Festival as a community service-learning
activity for preservice art teachers. She emphasizes the importance of studying the local commu-
nity and environment while connecting the art education course curriculum to a community
art event. The third author reflects on the significant benefits preservice art teachers achieved
through community involvement and outreach with the Youth Art Festival.
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Figure 2. Rebecca, a preservice art teacher, i l lustrates detai l  qual i t ies of
kid-fr iendly designs and cheerful images including trees, animals, and
imaginative creatures. Reedy Fork Elementary, Greensboro, NC.

The purpose of this study was to share a review of current
community art education programs and correlated curricula
and then to open pragmatic dialogues relevant to community art
initiatives among art educators. The article concludes with a call
for action. According to Ulbricht (2005), art educators should take
a careful look at the definitions, rationales, and goals of commu-
nity-based art education before irnplementing new programs of
their own. During this collaborative journey, we focused on four
guiding questions: (1) In what ways do cornmunity arts serve
preservice art teachers? (2) In what ways do preservice art teachers
prepare for the community service projects? (3) What kinds of
benefits can preservice art teachers achieve through community
involvement and outreach? (4) In what ways do art educators
connect the community projects to the regular curricula, which
are the art teacher education courses in higher education? By
explorir-rg these questions through comrnunity service projects, art

educators can envision mear-ringful projects and programs that are
enriching and educational for their students as well as for their
communities. Although comrnunity-based art education has
been a topic of discussion within the discourse of art education
(Congdon, Blandy, & Bolin, 2001; Gude, 1989; London, 1994),
this article will take a second look at various forms of comrnunity-
based art education and propose ideas for future community-
based art curriculum initiatives.

Community Mural Project as Meaning Making
As contemporary artists often search for relevant meanings

through their artmaking practices, art educators and their studer-rts
can explore an artmaking experience as a rneaning-making
process (Walker, 2001). Aligned with this approach, I continue to
seek practical methods from real-world experience to expand my
preservice art teachers' learning experiences. Moreover, I work

to foster preservice art teachers'professior-ral interests in art and
education and to promote their positive attitudes toward commu-
nity-based art education practices (Bolin, 2000; Lawtor.r, 2010).
In September 2010, I received an e-mail from a media specialist
at Reedy Fork Elementary in Greer-rsboro, North Carolina. The
media specialist wanted a mural for her school library. As soon as
my preservice art teachers at the University of North Carolina at
Greensboro (UNCG) decided to take on the project, we visited the
elementary school to take photos and measurements of the reading
nook where the mural would be sited. The fostering of a produc-
tive partnership with a local public school is vital in securing
public school endorsement for art education and for enhancing
its respect in the community (Chung & Ort iz, 2011); therefore,
we collaborated with staff from the Reedy Fork Elementary to
discuss anticipated themes, images, and art materials suitable fbr
the eco-friendly school building (Figure l). In developir.rg the
mural design, we chose bright colors for cheerful images including
realistic and imaginative animals and comical aliens reading and
smiling (Figure 2). Our intention was to create an environment
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that could transport the elementary students to another world, the
same way reading can transport them into the lives and times of
the characters they come to love through books (Soldat, Sinclair,
& Mark, 1997).

Leadership crucial to the mural project's success occurred on
multiple levels and in many ways. Kara, a preservice art teacher,
reflected,

The leadership sustained and created during this process is
what made the completion of the mural project possible.
Cooperating together with university students, mentors
and community members al lows for great opportunit ies.
I was able to gain resources, support and the chance to
volunteer and show our artwork in the community, and I
learned the importance of communication and col labora-
t ion. (ref lect ion paper, November 10, 2010)

As a faculty advisor, I provided guiding leadership and commu-
nication between the public school and the university' With a
group that included preservice teachers without transPortation,
someone had to provide leadership regarding logistical concerns.
Art education student leaders were able to integrate new arrivals
wherever they could be most effectively used (Figure 3)'

As Carroll (2006) stated, art educators'own expertise in art plays
a vital role in nurturing students' artistic development. Echoing
this view, Chuck, an art education student leader, articulated his
insight in relation to this project as an educational experience:

As a teacher, our role wil l  vary with each student just as
the there was need for dif ferent leaders in the completing
of the mural.  Each day presents new scenarios that as a
leader in our classroom we must have the f lexibi l i ty and
the creativi ty to adapt to so that we can best reach our
students. (ref lect ion paper, November 3, 2010)

Sullivan (2005) argued that art practice provides oPportunities
for understanding, constructing, and communicating new knowl-
edge. The artmaking experiences in the mural project generated

from left
Figure 3. Preservice art
teachers are working
on the mural  as they are
assigned for part icular
sections for the day.
Reedy Fork Elementary,
Greensboro, NC.

Figure 4.  The mural
completed.

transformative knowledge in communicating and constructing.
The question often asked about this project is not so much "what
happened?" but "what did the preservice art teachers take from
their community involvement?" In one resPect, the creation of
the mural provided these preservice art teachers a crucial oppor-
tunity to reflect on the meaning making, self-expression, and
acts of empathy that may have all occurred, but what was really
emphasized was the development of self-identity (i.e., artist-
teacher). Given the wealth of creative and meaningful art expe-
riences during the mural project, the preservice art teachers had
the opportunity to develop professional characteristics. Becky, a
preservice art teacher, attests to this outcome:

Most of al l ,  I  had fun creating art in a publ ic space espe-
cial ly for chi ldren and developed posit ive insights in the art
making process as meaning-making as a future art teacher.
My art making experience with the mural helped me define
myself as an artist-teacher. (reflection paper, November 10,
201 0)
Community-based art education practice emphasizes "socially

relevant purposes of postmodern art while expanding the class-
room beyond the borders and walls ofthe school" (Innella, 2010,
p. 51), and the participants'thoughtful reflections are the essen-
tial practice of community service learning (Taylor, 2002). The
making of this mural involved extensive communication and team
play, and the preservice art teachers engaged dynamically in every
step ofthe process (Figure 4). They also engaged in critical reflec-
tions on the ways their experience fostered art education careers
and generated future volunteer opportunities in this locale by
writing weekly reflections. Additionally, based on the field reflec-
tion assignments, four preservice art teachers collaboratively
studied the outcomes of the mural project. Their self-explorative
journeys in the meaning-making process were presented at state
and national art education conferences. Ashley, one ofthe preser-
vice art teacher/presenters, expressed her insights on this journey:

Through the col laborative study for the professional
presentations, I  learned that during our mural project, we
experienced a desire to posit ively contr ibute to the sense
of the art making process as self-explorat ion and learning
ways to make connection between theories and practices
in art education. (ref lect ion paper, November 15, 2010)

Ulbricht (2005) defined community-based art education as
any program that promotes contextual learning about local
art and culture. Such a definition is well illustrated in Florence,
South Carolina, a small community where it is rare to find public
outreach programs. The arts are underfunded; however, there are
some historic building preservation foundations and other orga-
nizations that strive to bring art to the community. The Pecan
Festival is a community-based event held each Novembea rapidly
growing from 4,000 attendees in its 2004 inaugural year to over
50,000 in 2011 (Figure 5). It is certainly the most visible mani-
festation of the Florence Downtown Development Corporation's
mission to renew its decaying downtown.
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Figure 5.  The 201 0 Pecan Fest ival ,  Florence, 5C

Figure 6.  ldea discussion with Ms.5imon,
a director of the Pecan Festival.

Figure 7. Mask making with chi ldren at the Pecan Festival.

When Teresa Simon, a director of the Pecan Festival, contacted
me to coordinate Art Alley, a youth activity area, I thought it
would be a great learning experience for the preservice teachers
as they worked directly and collaboratively with members of the
community and learned about the local culture and community.
Studies (London,1994; Ulbricht, 2002) demonstrate a community-
based approach to instruction provides many advantages to both
teacher and learner: it makes curriculum more relevant to student
needs and real lives, accelerates personal and group develop-
ment, expands learning and teaching content, improves advocacy
initiatives, and makes connections to the greater community.
However, when I began this project, I wondered how to combine
the community project with a course. Russell and Hutzel (2005)
and Buffington (2007) described significant characteristics of

Figure 8.The Art Alley at the Pecan Festival.

cornmunity service-learning: being part of the regular curriculum,
meeting a need, having a theoretical base, involving students in
planning, allowing for reflection, involving reciprocal expertise
among partners, and extending students'learning to include the
experiences of others in the community. With these goals in mind,
I assigned preservice teachers in the art methods class the task
of coordinating the festival and offered discussion classes every
Friday for 5 weeks. The Friday discussions were led entirely by the
students.

During the first Friday discussion, the preservice teachers
elected a project director-Spencer Selmon, a native Florence
student-to be the liaison among the students and with the
festival director. The preservice teachers then discussed what
they would like to see in terms of activities at the festival. On
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the second Friday, Spencer delivered a brief presentatior-r to the
students, introducing downtown Florence and the history of the
Pecan Festival. The preservice teachers also shared their activity
ideas. On the third Friday, Ms. Simon came to visit our class so
everyone had an opportunity to voice opinions about the Art Alley
(Figure 6). Ashley, a senior student, discussed the festival direc-
tor's visit: "She gave very good insight on the type of materials and
projects that would be appropriate for the event... It's important
to consider IFlorence community's] ideas because they know best
the attitudes and interests of their fellow community members"
(reflection paper, November 10, 2011). On the fourth Friday, the
preservice teachers again discussed activities and agreed on mask
making, Popsicle picture frames, torn cloth bracelets, festival logo
designs, and a community drawing. On the fifth Friday, the class
made visual prototypes for each activity and completed the supply
lists for the festival.

The morning of November 5, 2011, was somewhat chaotic.
Harriet, a junior, said, "The day of the festival taught me a lot...
my biggest fear was that our ideas ar-rd activities would not mesh
with the crowd and be kind of forgotten. But to my relief the
children loved it" (class discussion, November B, 2011). The most
popular booth was the mask making (Figure 7), followed by the
Popsicle picture frames and cloth bracelets. However, Ashley,
a senior, complained, "Some necessary materials were missing
and so improvisation was required for completing some tasks...
Also many volunteers had to leave early, so we soon encountered
[a] scarcity of volunteer support" (class discussion, November
8,20l l) .  In addit ion, i t  was an unusually windy day, so we were
busy keeping our materials from the wind. There was also trouble
finding the location of Art Alley (Figure 8). Iamie, a junior, pointed
out the lack of promoting the area ar.rd said, "I felt Iike we should
have been with the rest of the art tents on Art Alley, but instead
we were hidden in the back with no advertising" (reflection paper,
November 4,2011).

Despite some drawbacks, the preservice teachers reflected that
the Pecan Festival was still a great way to get involved with the
community and to gain some much-needed experience teaching
children how to create art. Sarah, a senior, reflected, "This is a
great experience for me because it helps me get more acquainted
in the community as well as valuable experience for activities and
community projects that any art teacher has to participate in'
(class discussion, November 8, 201 1). Spencer, the project director,
also reflected, "Throughout the process I learned how to properly
plan and create with a team [and] also learned how art education
could work outside ofa classroom. Personally the biggest learning
experience was obeying due dates" (reflection paper, November
7 . 201r).

As educators, we need to begin to see our communities with new
eyes, survey our surroundings, and make community-inspired
curricula for preservice teachers (Villeneuve & Sheppard, 2009).
We tend to overlook the places, people, and events of our imme-
diate surroundings (Bolin, 2000). Instead, why not realize the full
potential of our immediate surroundings? This kind of awareness
is important because a local focus can give art educators a familiar
basis to introduce and expar.rd content (Villeneuve & Sheppard,

2009). Community-based art education provides numerous possi-
bilities for the students to relate their art classroom experiences
to their real-life experiences (Villeneuve & Sheppard, 2009). Such
theories were corroborated by Tori, a junior:

I t  is important for al l  pre-service teachers to expose them-
selves to many possible teaching opportunit ies in their
community. . .  jumping into teaching without any pr ior
guided experiences is not ideal. Pre-service teachers
should experience many helpful services to better prepare
themselves for their career. (ref lect ion paper, November 1 0,
2011)

Youth Arts Festival: Making a CriticalConnection
With the RealWorld

The Youth Arts Festival of East Carolina University (ECU) in
Greenville, North Carolina, is an art-based service-learning tool
that encourages preservice teachers to create a connection with
the real world they will face in the future. As part of this festival
I organized an art and literacy integration program called Stories
and Art, which involved stor)'time sessions offered by storytellers
and a follow-up puppet-making activity. I collaborated with three
professional storltellers who actively work across the state, and
with the art education and general education preservice teachers
from my courses (Figure 9). When the story'tellers were ready with
their story selection, each of them sent me a list of story plots.
The preservice teachers then studied all the stories the storytellers
would use, designed puppets based on the chosen stories, and
organrzed needed art materials. On the day of the arts festival, my
preservice teachers volunteered to work with the storl'tellers and
run the puppet-creating session (Figure l0).

According to Innella (2010), service learning takes place when
service objectives are combined with learning objectives, and the
activity changes both the recipient and the provider ofthe service.
In this context, the festival influenced both children from the
community and preservice teachers at ECU, creating a reciprocal
relationship. Compared to other parts of the state, Eastern North
Carolina has significantiy less access to arts and culture. Thus, this
community art event was a great opportunity for youth from this
area to explore the depth and richness ofthe arts. For the preser-
vice teachers in my courses, the Youth Arts Festival served as an
experiential learning opportunity to actually work with children
through visual art outside the classroom (Figure 1l). While collab-
orating with local storl'tellers and helping children with puppet
making, the preservice teachers used critical thinking skills to
re-examine real world situations (Innella, 2010).

I often tell my preservice teachers that effective art teaching
necessitates sharing the teacher's own excitement about artmaking
with learners, ar-rd I try to show them what this means in class.
The activities for this festival provided a far more helpful instruc-
tional tool than textbooks in teaching this concept. In some sense,
the preservice teachers were constructing new knowledge in a
real-world setting by incorporating their experiences into their
"prior knowledge" (Piaget as cited in h.rnella, 2010). Through this
conceptual process, some preservice teachers developed specific
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ECU Youth Arts Festival, Greenville, NC
from top
Figure 9. Storyteller Robin Kitson of Stories That Polish Your
Heart! tells stories to children and college students.

Figure 10. A girl creates a lion puppet based on the story
she just heard from a storyteller.

Figure 1 1.  A preservice teacher helps chi ldren make a
puppet at  the Stor ies and Art  session.

12
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lesson ideas as active learners; they wanted to use a puppet project
in their future classrooms. Importantly, the preservice teachers
started to understand their responsibility to their community.
Tiffany, a participating preservice teacher, reflected on this notion:
"This experience was very beneficial because I knew I was contrib-
uting to something that would make children happy, and that is
the most rewarding feeling" (reflection paper, April 12, 20ll).
This preservice teacher's response resonates with Taylor's (2002)
idea that service learning can deepen students' civic responsibility
while ofering a chance to develop experiential knowledge in their
academic study by connecting theory to social practice.

Another important aspect of my preservice teachers' involve-
ment with the arts festival was their ability to go beyond stereo-
typical crafts in creating a puppet-making lesson. I emphasized
creativity and innovation in preparing for the puppet activity from
the very beginning. Each year, weeks prior to the event date, my
preservice teachers make a new art lesson plan for the Stories and
Art session as a group. In this creative process, I encourage the
preservice teachers to design puppets that do not stay within the
boundaries oftypical crafts that can be seen in many general class-
rooms and community art events. Their objective is to encourage
participating children to make meaning out of the art activity. To
do so, the preservice teachers have to use their critical thinking
skills to make a lesson plan for "unique" puppet making that can
be an artistic tool to deliver the participating children's personal
voice. I find this process to be very important for both my preser-
vice teachers and the children who participate in the puppet
activity. Therefore, for the past 3 years we have used different kinds
of puppets for each festival based on the kinds of activity ideas
generated by my class.

The preservice teachers and storltellers presented mutual
interest in each other's roles in the project. The preservice teachers
were impressed by the quality of storytelling and wanted to learr.r
new skills from the storltellers, while the storytelling professionals
seemed to be excited about talking with preservice teachers and

Figure 1 2. From preschoolers to middle school students, children at varied
ages participated in the Ecu Youth Arts Festival.



were willing to share tips about how to attract elementary
students with stories. Rufer, Lake, Robinson, and Hicks (1998)
suggested that art education needs effective advocacy to change
public attitudes toward its value and to help the majority of
citizens in a community understand that art education is an
important part of their lives. In this regard, the ECU Youth Arts
Festival provides an avenue not only for preservice teachers
and faculty to engage in community involvement but also for
community members to change their "public mindi'particularly
in the context ofa festive celebration ofthe arts (Figure 12).

Reflections
The participants in these community-based art education

practices, whether a sole volunteering activity or a service-
learning course assignment, dynamically engaged in every
step of the process. Although there was no immediate evidence
of student Iearning and growth after participating in just one
project, and although preservice teachers might not have
identihed other ways in which they could continue to engage
in volunteering for the community through art, "the seeds of
volunteerism may be planted for the future" (Innella, 2010,
p. 51). Guidance and teamwork presented by the faculty and
preservice teachers made these community projects successful,
and collaboration of this type could "encourage school and
community program transformation, promoting growth in the
field and new iearning opportunities for students" (Freedman,
201 I ,  p.  41 ) .

Successful art education programs will be the ones that are
committed to their comrnunity because such ir-tvolvement is a
way to meet current K-12 students'needs and to develop art
teachers who are open to ever-char-rging teaching content (Gude,
2007; Rufer et al., 1998). These three initiatives demonstrated
that when an art curriculum goes beyond an isolated classroom,
it can create a vital connection between students and real-world
situations, showing both possibilities and challenges. The partic-
ipating preservice art teachers incorporated critical-thinking
skills into their collaborative lean-ring processes by re-exam-
ining their social responsibility through service learning and
volunteering. While nurturing preservice teachers by er-rriching
collaborative opportunities and expanding their understanding
of public responsibility, art education programs can make
progress in changing the publics attitude toward visual art
educationr and offer the public opportunities to revisit the role
of art education in everyday life.
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Narrative is explored as a way to create place and
negotiate past and present experiences. Through
vignettes of the authort own childhood memories,
we see the importance of neighborhood histories
and forgotten local heroes.

Excavatirg the
Cityscape Through
Urban Thlesand
Local Archives

SHARIF BEY

'tityscape" is defined as an artistic representation of an urban environment. Artistic
representations can take shape through narrative, mythology, performance, or visual
metaphor. Cit ies are extremely complex and dynamic entit ies, offering substantial assets

toward the re-envisioning of art education in contemporary society. This art icle explores the
potential of narrative for unveil ing the curricular value of places within our city neighborhoods.
Through story, places become cultural sites for exploring, connecting, layering, and contesting
meanings (Carpenter, 2003). In this era of prevail ing mandated standards emphasizing the
coverage of state and national history, teachers seldom afford their students the opportunity
to learn from their own neighborhoods (Taylor, Carpenter, Ballengee Morris, & Sessions, 2006).

While scholars (Blandy & Hoffman, 1993;Lai & Ball,2002; education. While there are many fruitful excavation sites
Powell,2010; Ellis & Bochnea 2000; Trafi-Prats,2009) have for constructing narratives within the cityscape, in this
explored the merits of the urban landscape to art educa- article I advocate for the assets found in my local auto
tion, the unique local archives and oral histories of these mechanic's garage and boxing gym.
places provide further opportunities
for multilateral curricular explorations
(Ellis & Bochner, 2000; Rolling, 2010;
Carpenter, 2003; Tavin, 2000; Thomas,
2005). Here I draw upon personal
narratives using my Pittsburgh neigh-
borhood as an example to illus-
trate how stories can validate local
content as assets to contemDorarv art

above
Figure 1. Beltzhoover, 1 968, Gearing Avenue.

Then trolleys carried passengers through
most of the major streets. Photo courtesy of

David Wi lson.

r ight
Figure 2. Beltzhoover, 201 2. Beltzhoover

Avenue is the site of two of the few remaining
commercial  propert ies in the community.

Photo courtesy ofJamil Bey.
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Elders, Community, and Story
ln 1947 my paternal grandparents and their I I children moved

from the Hill District, a large predominantly African American
community located in central Pittsburgh, to Beltzhoover, a
smaller community on the Southside. At the time, Beltzhoover
was a diverse and self-sustaining community with countless
businesses, all owned and operated by African American, Irish
American, and Italian American families. Beltzhoover's South
Hills Junction, one of Pittsburgh's major transportation hubs,
made the community an optimal location for those working
in the downtown area. Trolleys carried people to work across
the three rivers and up and down the mountainous terrain (see
Figure 1). Beltzhoover thrived well into the 1970s. Families
and homeowners took pride in their community. Yards and
vegetable gardens were well kept, luxury cars lined the streets,
and Beltzhoover boasted of one of the hottest nightclubs in
Pittsburgh.

As a result of the declining steel industry, by the early
1980s Beltzhoover lost a significant Portion of its population
and subsequently transformed into a predominantly African
American neighborhood as White families and business owners
moved away (N. Bey, personal communication, fune 9, 2010).
The vacant storefronts on Climax Street, where we lived, often
compelled my brother and me to ask about our neighborhood's
history (see Figure 2). Our queries prompted my father and
uncles to share stories about Beltzhoover in the 1950s. Thanks
to our elders, Beltzhoover's boarded storefronts came to life as
settings for amazrng stories about their childhood mischief.
Tales varied based on points ofview or one's ability to recollect;
we often heard multiple versions of the same story. While some
focused on the details of events or time periods, others further
illustrated the characteristics of people and places. Shattering
voices, uncanny imitations, and thunderous laughter were the
norm. Following these reenactments our elders engaged in
debates about past events and people who had long since passed
away. As a result, we took advantage ofopportunities to recon-
struct stories after listening to multiple testimonies. Despite the
economic and moral decay taking hold of our city, the inspiring
stories of my elders provided education, amusement, and a
source of communal pride. I am thankful to descend from a
family who shares a passion and talent for storytelling. Their
stories continue to serve me in my teaching and in my studio
practlce.

Significance of Community Narratives
Through the 1980s, Beltzhoover organized an annual spec-

tacular community day parade in which all of the local business
owners participated alongside organizations, workers' unions,
drill teams, musicians, clowns, and Clydesdale horses (see
Figures 3 and 4). As a child I began to question the apparent
disconnect between the represented African American profes-
sionals/rich history of our community, and my school lessons.
On one rare occasion, master storyteller and Beltzhoover native
Temujin Ekunfeo visited as a guest speaker. Ekunfeo, who
initially trained as an anthropologist, is a neighborhood icon
with more than 40 years of storytelling experience. Donned in
West African garb and long beaded necklaces, Ekunfeo capti-
vated us with his stories each year during our community day
festival. His tales ranged in influence from Yorba to comedian
Buddy Hackett, and instilled a great sense of community pride.
He weaved in his knowledge of African folklore with our familiar
urban reality (see Figure 5). For years to come I wondered why
teachers did not host more Beltzhoover residents as storytellers.

As elders pass and historical structures are demolished,
teachers and elders face additional challenges when attempting
to prompt neighborhood histories to expand upon through
meaning-making activities. How do we rediscover the once vital
places, people, and events of our community histories? Who
tells the "valuable" stories in our neighborhoods? What is the
benefit ofpursuing these stories for art education pedagogy?

Narratives can validate people and places, which are other-
wise forced to play a marginal role in our school curriculum
(Kovach, 2005). The stories that are told, as well as those that
are not told, equally shape the identities of people and places
within our communities (Carpenter, 2003). Through telling,

above
Figure 3. Beltzhoover Community Day Parade, c.1 986. Brass band marches down
Gearing Avenue in front of boarded storefront (formerly ltalian owned shoe repair
and tailor shop). Photo courtesy of Nicole Stevens.

left
Figure 4. Beltzhoover Community Day Parade, c.1 986. Beltzhoover "High Steppers"
marching down Gearing Avenue. Photo courtesy of Nicole Stevens.
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narrators can learn about themselves and others can learn about
particular people, lifestyles, and time periods. Through these
exchanges students can play a critical role in how their neigh-
borhood histories are remembered by er-rvisioning "alternative
realities and engaging in remaking their worlds" (Holloway &
Krensky, 2001, p. 358). Narrative and storltelling are forms of
oral history. Oral history is the recording, preservation, and
interpretation of historical information based on the tellers'
personal experiences and opiniot-rs. In the followir-rg section I
will discuss two sites where one might collect oral histories ir-r
exploring the identity of a neighborhood and its evolution.

Taggart's Garage
As a young boy I discovered an auto mechanic's garage while

wandering in the alley behind my uncle's house. I arn sure I had
experienced the interior of a mechanic's shop before then, but
there were a f-ew thir-rgs that distinguished this one from the
others. It was rlot located in a strip mall or in an industrial park-
it was in our neighborhood. It was not a comlnercial garage but
it cor-rtained rnar-ry sirnilar visual elements ir-rcluding: tools, racing
posters, pin-up girls, automotive advertisements/calendars, and a
keen scent ofoil and gasoline. There were usually a few other cars
on jack-stands ir-r the large driveway outside of the main garage
where John Taggart, the owner, worked. Taggart, a house painter
by trade, was in his early 50s and learned auto mechanics as a boy
in rural Georgia. There in his alley, teenage boys worked on their
own vehicles alor-rgside him. Taggart generously shared his years
of experience and all of his state-of the-art tools. At the time I was

less concerned with mechanics and nore interested in listening
to older boys in the alley talk about their teenage interests.

After discovering the garage I spent less tirne playing in
the yard and more tirne listenir"rg at tl-re fence or trying to get
a glimpse of the n-rysterious covered racecar next to Taggart's
workstation. All one could see were its giar-rt bald tires irncl many
of us were overwheh-r-red by the cars n-rystique. After looking
more intently I r"roticed thtrt some of the posters ar-rd photos
gracing the walls ofthe shop included photographs ofa younger
John Taggart wearing a racing hehnet at the wheel of various
racecars. Others told rne that befbre my time, Taggart cruised
his racecar down Climax Street in the annual cornmunity day
parade. As boys, n-ry brother and I loved to watch Evel Knievel,
a popular daredevil from the 1970s, attempt impossible feats on
his motorcycle. It was uncornmon fbr boys like us to associate
with racecar drivers. We often f-ar"rtasized about perfbrrning our
own stunts in Taggarts racecar during tl-re Beltzhoover parade.

As we grew older we continued to visit Taggartb garage on
our way to the local recreation center where tve listened to
him recount his exploits in a thick Southern drawl. He was a
demonstrat ive man with ski l l ful  comedic t iming. According to
Riessman (2008), when narrators act out stories their presence
offers a sense of irnmediacy, which oper-rs up a multilateral
space for questioning and incorporating others'stories, queries,
and reinterpretat iorls. Past act ions appear as i f  happening irr
the present, fbr tirne collapses as the past and present fuse.
The speaker's experimental involvement engages the listener
emotionally, creatir-rg a "two way narrative contract bettveet.r

Figure 5.  Bel tzhoover
resident and master

storyteller Temujin
Ekunfeo shares a story

with Phi l l ips Elementary
School  chi ldren, 201 1.

Photo courtesy of
Temujin Ekunfeo.
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teller and audience" (p. i09). Seemingly the foretold stories in
the garage activated the various images-advertisements, racing
wheels, car accessories, and bikini-clad girls-which all rnerged
into our owr-r imagined stories. For years to come, Taggart's
garage becarne the set for many of our stories and imaginative
explorations.

After I purchased my first used car, I inevitably began spending
more time at Taggart's garage. Few of us could afford the upkeep
of our vehicles. Although he was usually busy working on
engines to supplement his own income, Taggart always found
time to teach us basic car maintenance. Taggart also was an avid
fisherman and sometimes fished with some of the young men
in the community. He was a great role model who taught us
self-reliance and cautioned us to do our own tune-ups, break
replacements, and oil changes, eliminating the need to depend
on anyone else. He would often jokingly exclaim, "If you learn
how to do this, you wont have to give all of your money up to
the White man!" Through Taggarts garage we gained exposure
to a complexity of issues through various stages of our lives.
Despite the troubles and apparent dangers ofour neighborhood,
his garage provided us with a safe environment where we could
explore and indulge our curiosities.

Fats'Gym
As adolescents, my younger brother and I also spent time

watching young men train at the "Warrington Boys Club," better
known as "Fats' Gyml' just a block away from Taggart's place. A
fuil-size boxing ring, posters of prize lighters, punching bags,
free weights, and sweaty young men ir-r their late teens lifting,
throwing jabs, and jumping rope occupied the basement level of
this large old apartment building on Warrington Avenue. Fats,
an old boxing trainer who lived upstairs, facilitated this trans-
formative space for young men who could have otherwise easily
found trouble in the city streets. Fats kept many young men on
the straight and narrow throughout their turbulent adolescent
years. A select few were even trusted with keys to the facility and
supervised serious fighters in the evenings. Although the equip-
ment left something to be desired, Fats gained sponsorship for
his program through Pittsburgh City Parks, making it free for all.
Fats was a loving but strict old man with high hopes for all of his
fighters, both in and out of the ring (R. Lee, personal communi-
cation, June 14, 2010). He was a well-respected member of the
community who cultivated a climate where drugs, alcohol, foul
language, and nonsense were not tolerated. Although I never
personally experienced the benefit of Fats' wisdom or disci-
pline, I witnessed him quickly set young men straight on many

My friends and I were too young to train, but for us working
with Fats was a right of passage. We longed to one day dance
in that ring with aspirations of making our elders proud. Many
teenage boys trained there with hopes of winning the National
Golden Glove Tournament. This was the road to the Olympic
tryouts and possibly the beginning of a professional fighting
career. While few young men advanced beyond the regional
championship, Fats' Gym was still a positive alternative to
teenage mischief and a neighborhood landmark in the 1970s and
'80s (j. Bey, personal communication, May 2, 2010). Sadly, the
gym was torn down shortly after Fats passed away in the early
1990s. A vacant lot now stands in the place of this or-rce favored
hangout. On warm summer evenings one can sometimes find
older men smoking cigarettes and arguing in the lot where Fats'
Gym once stood. They olien have entertaining debates complete
with blow-by-blow reenactments of "who did what and when"
during training sessions and at the Golden Glove Tournaments
decades before. Because ofits profound impact on generations-
as a residence, training facility, neighborhood hang out, or even
as an overgrown city lot, Fats' Gym is open to rnultiple readings,
connections, and debates about local histories and lived narra-
tives (Carpenter, 2003).

Aesthetic Spaces and Visual Ethnography
Garoian (1999) describes places like Taggarts Garage and

Fats' Gym as aesthetic spaces, which can engage community,
young and old, in critical discussion. The men who frequented
these places often partook in significant exchanges about the
social and economic challenges Beltzhoover has endured since
the close of Pittsburght steel mills and the local Volkswagen
factory, and the subsequent population decline. Not or.rly will
they share the neighborhoods history leading up to its current
obstacles, but they also will provide an intimate connection
between the communitys past and present conditions. Some
might candidly share their personal shortcomings with drugs,
crime, and unemployment or the triur-r-rphs over these hurdles.
Through their respective narratives these spaces become sites
for teaching and learning-platforrns for revisitir-rg, sharing,
analyzing, and contesting cultural, political, and historical
points ofview (Tavin, 2000).

In the past 50 years Beltzhoover has lost more than one-third
of its population. Like many urban communities, the socio-
economic realities of fleeing industry Ieft our neighborhood
in shambles. The vacant storefronts that sparked our imagina-
tions are now non-existent; therefore, they no longer prompt
oral histories or evidence past economic endeavors. Beltzhoover
children now dwell in a landscape of ruinous homes and litter-
filled lots, but with the help oforal histories, local archives, and
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social networks, students and teachers can engage in exchanges
that sustain and recreate significant neighborhood memories
that can restore communiry pride.

Powell (2010) encourages students to take on the role of
visual ethnographers in their arts research endeavors. Visual
Ethnography explores the potential of visual media (commer-
cial advertisements, photography, artifacts, texts, video, and
hypermedia) and associated representations in social research
(Pink, 2001). According to Lai (2010) Visual Ethnography is
"not just about studying the field using visual media... It is also
about investigating cultural objects and artifacts that are them-
selves highly organized visual representations with embedded
meanings. .." (para. 2). Lai (2002) suggested that in addition to
collecting and deploying audio-visual media in ethnographic
research that we "move beyond visual representation to form
refreshed views on things, objects, systems, and archives" (p. 2).

Encouraging students to learn from people and places
through collecting and interpreting objects, images, and oral
histories resituates art rooms as sites for facilitating research as
well as places for creative explorations. While Kimberly Powell
(2010) explores visual ethnography on trips to Brazil along with
her students, and Dan Serig offers his graduate students oppor-
tunities to utilize this methodology in their travels through
Ecuador (personal communication, October 11, 2011), students
can also rediscover their own neighborhoods through visual
ethnography.

In addition to preserving one's community history, teachers
can empower students to make their own archival contributions
by sharing that which they find of significance in their attics,
basements, garages, and family albums. In 1997 Mark Klett,
Director of the Rephotographic Survey Project of the 1970s,
embarked on a project referred to as Third View. Klett, along with
his team ofphotographers, spent several years re-photographing
historic western American landscape photographs (geographical
surveys of the 1860s and '70s), which they initially documented
in 1970s. In the final series ofphotographs, his team employed
visual ethnography as they additionally interviewed locals and
collected other relevant materials for interpreting sites and their

top
Figure 6. Beltzhoover, 1 91 8 (Gearing Street from Lafferty Avenue). The
neighborhood was still in its formative stages. Local businesses were
beginning to thrive. Many of the roads were not yet paved. Photo
courtesy of Pittsburgh City Photographer Collection, 1 90 1 -2002,
AlS.l 971.05, Archives Service Centet University of Pittsburgh.
center
Figure 7. Beltzhoover, 'l 963, "Second Site" (Gearing Street from Lafferty
Avenue). My two older brothers frequented the A & P store and
Laundromat on Gearing Avenue (pictured here in the far right corner)
in the late 1960s and early 1970s.Three bars, a restaurant, and a hotel
occuoied the same block. Most ofthese businesses have been closed
and boarded since I could remember. Photo courtesy of Jamil Bey.
bottom
Figure 8. Beltzhoover, 201 2, "Third View" (Gearing Street from Lafferty
Avenue). The entire block of businesses is now leveled. One modest
cinderblock structure, Beltzhoover Community Center (not in view),
was since erected in the early 1 990s. One would never know that
Beltzhoover was once a self-sustaining community by the looks of it
today. Photo courtesy ofJamil Bey.
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evolution over time (Klett, Bajakian, Fox, Marshall, Ueshina,
& Wolfe, 2004). Through the execution of "Rephotography"
students can connect local and family histories to their current
relationship to their neighborhoods (see Figures 6-8). Although
it is primarily utilized as social media, Facebook can also be
a useful research tool for locating community residents and
exchanging historical photographs (see Figures 9 & l0). In
addition to collectively creating "Rephotographsi' teachers and
students can record and interpret data as they:

. Conduct community fieldtrips to once thriving areas.

. Invite elders to the classroom to share oral histories and
neighborhood memorabilia. Like the aforementioned
boarded structures, these stories/images/objects can prompt
memories and evoke poignant exchanges.

. Visit personal and public archives and neighborhood
centers. Many city and transportation center archives hold
digitized photographs of most neighborhoods.

. Recreate/reinterpret historical gaps (those aspects of people,
places, and events that can not be located) through various
media (writing, performance, and/or visual arts).
The process through which local histories are accessed is

not often modeled in our teacher education programs; there-
fore, those teachers who dont have pre-established connec-
tions in the community may face challenges when attempting
to implement local historical projects. However, teachers can
solicit the support of local historical societies, YMCAs, senior
and community centers, or churches to find the advocacy they
will need to launch a community history project or suggest a
knowledgeable and friendly community guest speaker. Teachers
can also model their projects on those with successful outcomes
throughout the country.

Joan Bryant, Associate Professor in the Department of
African American Studies at Syracuse University in New York,
is the primary investigator of the Black Syracuse project. The
aim ofthe project is to document the public history ofSyracuse's
once thriving African American population. Using the work
of photographer and community activist Richard Breland
as its foundation, the project combines video-recorded oral
histories-digital preservation of materials from local groups,
churches, and indiv!duals-and conventional archival materials.

top
Figure 9. Beltzhoover, 1 908, Chalfont Street. Beautiful

Beltzhoover homes and freshly paved road. Photo courtesy
of Pittsburgh City Photographer Collection, 1901-2002,

AlS. l 97 l .05, Archives Service Center, University of Pittsburgh.

center
Figure 1 0. Beltzhoover, 20'l 2. Chalfont Street is now sparsely
populated. Much of the neighborhood has been reclaimed

bythe Pennsylvania landscape. Photo courtesy ofJami l  Bey.

bottom
Figure 1 1.  Mart in l rons & Clara Brown, 1 956 (now part  of

the Black Syracuse Archive and oral history project). Photo
courtesv of Richard Breland.
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The project has sparked exhibitions and programming ir.r the
Syracuse area and will culmir-rate with an online historical
database (Holnes, 20l l)  (see Figure 11). Through contextu-
alizing these data, students can make personal connections,
re-acquaint thernselves with their neighborhoods, and embark
on experiences beyond conventional art curricula. These spaces
cor-r-rpel us to challer-rge cultural assumptior-rs, question social
narratives, and critically examine our respective stances on a
diversity of issues (Carpenter, 2003). As students learn through
elders' stories they can look cornparatively at the physical,
social,  pol i t ical,  economic, and dernographic changes in their
neighborhoods.

Conclusion
It is critical that educators validate local content to assist

students in creating spaces wherein they carr work toward
sustaining the identities of their neighborhoods. In this article
I discussed sorne ofthe people, places, and events that made an
irnpression on me durir-rg my childhood. While I rnade efforts
to illustrate their importar-rce through short vigr-rettes, their
physical presence, testimor-ries, and associated artifacts can facil-
itate deeper connectiorts and extensiorts of rneaning. I suggest
that teachers invite their r-reighborhood elders into the classroom
or take lieldtrips to their homes or forrner workplaces. Whether

these places are dorrnant or operational, they yield possibilities
for negotiatir-rg past and present experiences. Students might
explore the history of these boarded grocery stores or those
of which are now under new ownership. For example, they
can consider the circumstances that led to the ownership of a
family-owned Beltzhoover store changing hands fror-r-r ar-r Italian
farnily to ar-r African American family to its current owners, a
Korean family, who do not reside in the comrnunity. How has
this environrner-rt changed socially, ecor-rornically, and visually?
What was the clirnate when these communities thrived and the
dilapidated, graliti-covered garages sheltered new luxury cars?
These spaces must be reactivated as gardens for planting rneta-
phors where teachers, students, and community n-rernbers alike
can weave narratives and reap lost legacies.

Without places wherein one can renegotiate the relationship
of past and present events and experiences, individuals and
communities can become alienated from tl-reir own histories
(Coor-r-rbes, 2003). By evokir-rg conversations on lived histories
through artifacts and various media, comrnunity members and
students can play an active role in how our neighborhood histo-
ries are remembered. From mom-ar-rd-pop stores to the legacies
of Fats ar-rd Taggart, our cityscapes offer inhnite possibilities for
locatir-rg r-neaningful connections to our urban r-reighborhoods.
By way of the art classroom, students can reactivate perceivably
dorrnant spaces, rediscover forgotten local heroes, ar-rd impress
upor-r collective rnemories through rnaking connections, decon-
struct ing meanings, or making art ist ic creations.

ShariJ Bey is Dual Assistant ProJessor of Art Education dt
Teaching and Leadership at Syracuse University in Syracuse,
New York. E-mail: shbey@syr.edu
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Using 21st-century technology, this project
allowed middle school art students and preservice
teachers to slfrre their artwork and receivg
feedback in a constructivist learning environment.

Art Project:
A Constructivist and TEchnological Approach to

Middle Level and Higher Education Collaboration

MARGARET H. JOHNSON, LINDA W. KIELING, and SUSAN L. COOPER

What tools, instructional and technological, assist in a cross-country collaboration?

How can preservice art educators engage with art students in an authentic school context
prior to their student teaching experience?

I East Coast Middle School
(EC MS) Student:
We picked divorce because everyone
in our group has gone through it. lt
was a hord experience ond we wonted
to share our feelings and our outlook
on divorce. We decided to make two
houses to show the difference between
the two-one with divorce ond one
without. We painted the one with
divorce black and the one without
white. White is pure ond dark means,
well darkness. We put windows and
pictures behind them to show what
really happens in divorce.The broken
heart symbolizes how divorce not only
separates the parents but the family
too. We put it in the middle to show
the heart is the only thing keeping the
house together.The house and heart
wos [sic] made out of illustrotion board.
We only put o roof on the white house
to show the house is complete ond the
other isn't.The inside ofthe dark house
we used the kids'pictures and made
them into a collage to look crazy and
confusing like it is in the reol house-
and to show the difference between the
houses.

I Higher Ed Student:
I reolly like this piece! As a child of
divorced parents, lcon easily relote
to your group's Big ldea. I think you
communicated your ideos very well,
and I really like the way you married
pictures of children with the text you
chose to incorporate. lt's very effective
overall, and shows how devastating o
situation like divorce can be to a child
who is stuck in the middle.

I West Coast Middle School
(WC MS) Student l:
Ok, I enjoyed how you put pictures
of kids who actuolly went through
divorce instead ofjust random kids.
I also enjoyed how you put pictures
and comments instead of just pictures
becouse that was very interesting.
The foregoing discussion occurred in

an interchange among middle school art
and art education students in what was
known as the East Coast/West Coast Art
project, a collaboration begun in 2004
among two middle school art teachers from
opposite ends ofthe country and their
higher education partner. The schools were
Rosemont Ridge Middle School in West

Linn, Oregon; Rawlinson Road Middle
School in Rock Hill, South Carolina; and
The State University of New York at New
Paltz. The project provided interaction
between the preservice students in the
college Curriculum and Instruction in Art
Education course and the middle school
art students, and it grew as opportunities
were offered through the use oftechnology.
What follows is a description of our project's
evolution over the 8 years we engaged in it,
the impact on students and educators, as
well as the implications to the field of art
education.

The middle school art teachers encour-
aged students to select social issues-a
strong aspect of their curriculum-that
related to their lives as teenagers and to
create visual expressions, collages, ofthese
issues using text and appropriated images
from famous artworks. By making these
early collages, students were encouraged
to construct their own meaning of certain
issues from images in the'art world"; they
were accustomed to drawing upon issues
related to their own lives, and they knew to
apply prior knowledge about art processes
to solve current artmaking problems.
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At the same time, in the early years of
the project, students in the Curriculum
and Instruction course at the university
created PowerPoint slideshows about the
lives and work of contemporary artists.
Among the artists selected were: Luis Cruz
Azaceta, Lee Bontecou, Adam Fuss, Andy
Goldsworthy, Jean LaMar, Lorraine O'Grady,
Faith Ringgold, Clarissa Sligh, and Pat Ward
Williams. These slideshows were intended
to be used by the preservice students for art
instruction in their future field placements,
but the middle school art teachers wanted to
see how they could be used in an authentic
context: middle school art. CDs of two classes'
slideshows were sent to the South Carolina
and Oregon middle school art teachers, who
reviewed them and selected particular slide-
shows to show to their students. Students in
the South Carolina and Oregon art teachers'
8th-grade classes then selected artists to
research further; their teachers encouraged
them to learn more about the artists'lives and
processes. The students worked in teams to
develop and create artworks around their own
Big Ideas (Walker, 2001), often inspired by
the artists' approaches and/or use ofmedia.

After exploring contemporary artists and
developing ideas for their own work, studio
projects were completed. The middle school
students in each state then e-mailed digital
photographs of their work with their artist
statements to the middle school students in
the second state, who then responded with
written feedback providing criticism, insights,
and observations. Technology-including
the Internet and digital photography-was
used in many aspects ofthe interstate project:
research, studio projects, presentation, and
communication. The exchange revealed
culturai as well as pedagogical differences; yet
these adolescents had common interests and
concerns that centered on important human
issues and ideas, and utilized interdisciplinary
approaches that big ideas offer to knowledge
construction and expression.

East Coast: Three Sad Girls, RRM5, East Coast Gtoup. Divorce (2010).22"x24"x6"'
illustration board, photos, text, pen. Photographs by Susan L. Cooper.
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(onstructivism and Active
learning

Constructivist learning encourages
students to set and solve instructional
problems. Constructivist learning leads to
self-learning where knowledge construction
is the focus, where real-world problems are
socially negotiated, and where thoughtful
reflection on experience is emphasized (Petit,
2002). Walker (2001) writes that construc-
tivism is characterized by "authentic activi-
ties (instruction that has strong connections
to the real world); studer-rt collaboratior-r;
active learning; deep knowledge of a topic or
discipline; use of prior knowledge; increasing
complexity of understanding; and, access
to content experts" (p. xiv). The East Coast/
West Coast Art project is an example of such
characteristics in an art curriculum.

This curriculum project encouraged
middle school art students to construct
personal meaning ir-r artmaking. Students
collaborated to gain a deeper knowledge
and understanding of their art ideas, while
the two art teachers served as facilitators
to their students: guides, assistants, and
reviewers. The art teachers listened to their
students' ideas about issues that pertained
to their lives. They encouraged them to
research big ideas and artists, and to discover
materials and processes that might deepen
their knowledge and develop more complex,
refined solutions to their art problems. These
developing adolescents often are mired
in trite symbolism that the art teachers
addressed while keeping the focus on the
meaning these young artists had made and
were conveying.

Ertmer and Newby (1996) write that
learners should be viewed as active learners
who construct and process new informa-
tion-not as empty, passive vessels waiting
to be filled. Newby, Stepich, Lehman,
and Russell (2006) explain the role ofthe
changing learner, saying that "demands on
the learner have increased substantially,
where once it may have been suflicient to
learn rote responses within given working
environments, now the real world demands
individuals use higher-order reasoning
skills to solve complex problems" (p. 6).
A constructivist learning environment
encourages active learning and higher order
thinking.

A constructivist learning environment
in an art classroom is also characterizedby
student choice. Students in the project chose
teammates or worked individually to solve
artistic problems, not set by the art teacher,
but discovered in their research. They
chose issues that have personal meaning.
Issues such as: divorce, eating disorders,
skin cancer, depression, bullying, night-
mares, woment rights, sports, and other
issues relevant to middle school students.
They used prior knowledge to choose art
media and processes to communicate their
big ideas; they experimented with addi-
tional media to enhance their work; or they
researched other processes with assistance
from more knowledgeable peers or adults.

Technology: Slideshows and
Electronic Mail

The curriculum project continued and
evolved and technological advances became
opportunities to further the collaboration.
During these years, the art education majors
used materials from the PBS Art:21 series
about artists Do Huh So, Barbara Kruger,
Mark Dion, Mel Chin,
William Wegman, Fred
Wilson, and others to create
their PowerPoint slideshows
to send to the middle school
teachers. Also during this
time, the art education
majors continued to focus on
the use ofBig Ideas. Essential
questions pertaining to the
Big Ideas (Walker, 2001),
questions that target higher
levels of Bloom's Taxonomy
(facobs, 1997; Wiggins &
McTighe, 2005), were added
to the slideshows that were
sent to the middle school art
teachers. Essential questions,
such as "How can a particular
material change an objects
meaning?" were asked.
Consequently, the preser-
vice students' PowerPoint
presentations became more
interactive and directed to an
adolescent level of under-
standing; in addition, the
slideshows were constructed
with feedback from the

teachers and students for relevancy and age
approprlateness.

I WC Educator:
A View of Depression was created
with vignettes that alluded to fun
events happening inside the rooms of
the building.The figure at the bottom
Ieft can see into these windows but
is blocked by the three-dimensional
woll. The student artists wanted to
express how depression would feel.
They struggled through the decisions of
how to make the figure noticed without
detracting from the meaning of the
work.

I WC MS Students:
We came up with the idea of depres-
sion, because all of us wanted to do
something with human emotions.We
also think depression is a world wide
epidemic that should be taken under
careful consideration. The artist that
we got our ideas from was Pat Ward
Williams since she used human emotion
in her paintings.

West Coast Team . AView of Depression (2005). 30"x20"x1 0'i
Photograph by Linda W Kieling.
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Updating Technology: Wiki,
Videoconferences, and
VoiceThread

In subsequent years, the preservice art
teachers were engaged in additional East
Coast/West Coast Art project activities
that added immediacy and impact to the
project. They constructed wiki artist pages
and developed stronger slideshows, often
based on information from the PBS Art:21
website; they engaged in videoconfbrences
with the 8th graders; and they inter-
acted with the middle school students on
VoiceThread exchanges. VoiceThread is an
online program that allows people to create
multimedia slideshows with images, docu-
ments, and videos. Individuals can navigate
slides and leave comments a number of
different ways: users can record with a
microphone, text, audio, video, or webcam;
users can doodle onto the slides while
commenting; and multiple identities can be
used and shown through moderation.

The East Coast/West Coast wiki was
initiated in September 2008, the fourth year
ofthe project, and this technological tool
resulted in an immediate advancement.
Wikis (Hawaiian for 'quick' or 'quickly")
are considered a social networking strategy,
a way for its users to collaborate on content
through a Web browser. The wiki played
a prominent role in the East Coast/West
Coast Art project since its introduction to
the teachers and their students. The wiki
allowed students at both levels to upload
photos and videos oftheir research and
artwork. Wiki threads encouraged students
and teachers to interact with each other,
ask questions, and respond to the work.
The art teachers provided feedback, advice,
and suggestions to the art education majors
as they built their artist pages on the wiki
and created their slideshows. The art
teachers uploaded digital photographs of
their students' work along with their artist
statements, now seen by students in the
other state and by the preservice art educa-
tors. Consequently, all could be involved
and able to respond to each other with
feedback in a timely manner.

In addition to the wiki, video confer-
encing advanced social networking in the
project. Video conferences bring students
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Videoconferencing: West Coast and East Coast students, as preservice art education students saw tnem.
bottom
East Coast^Vest Coast Art wiki.

face-to-face, building more social compo-
nents into the community. Students in both
schools and at the university met face-to-
face in real time. With video conferencing
equipment set up in the middle school
art rooms, and using the Instructional
Media Services at the university, middle
school and college students showed
anti discussed their artwork. When art
education majors engaged in the video
conferences with the 8th graders and
their art teachers, they learned about the

interests and capabilities of middle school
students. They heard how much adoles-
cents enjoyed planning and executing their
artwork. They saw how the art teachers
interacted with their students. And they
understood the role that their owr-r wiki
'Artist Pages"-which include slideshows
and lesson plans-play in creating curric-
ulum and instruction in art education. A
bonus in videoconferencing was that the
preservice students were able to observe
students and teachers in action. Clearly,
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technology was critical as we completed a
circle of art curriculum planning, instruc-
tion, and assessment. What follows is an
example of an exchange among middle
level from both coasts and higher education
students. "Bullying" is excerpted from a
201 I video conference.

I EC MS Student:
The front of our locker has pictures of
the group members in various bullying
situations. AIso on the front we have a
paper drawn person hanging by a rope.
We olso have threats and coins. lnside
the locker is a suicide note. Also there is
another dead person on the floor. On

East Coast Team Project: The Jays Group, RRMS
East Coast. Bul/ying (20101.18"x 12"x 12".
Cardboard, photographs, paint pens, paper,
plastic coins. Photographs by Susan L. Cooper.
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the TV is someone on Channel 2 News
in the some exact situation. On the top
of the locker we have some quotes from
the suicide note. AIso on the back we
have multiple reasons for bullying.

I Higher Ed Student:
Bullying is such a serious topic, and
one that all students can relate to.
The locker is o unifying feature and
location, and references the stereo-
typical idea of being bullied and shoved
in a locker. Your use of color continues
your serious theme and the images you
used draw in the viewer to take a closer
Iook. Great job.

The final technological development in
the project was the use ofVoiceThread.
The image below illustrates six different
"voices" on a VoiceThread slide while at the
same time exemplifying the "lighter" side of
young male adolescent issues: "Girls Have
Cooties." Each icon represents an individual
voice or text response to the image.

Reflections and
Recommendations

Middle school students often deal
with issues such as bullying, divorce, and
depression; they can also be as silly as they
are serious about their own occasional
awkwardness in adolescence. In a construc-
tivist teaching and learning environment,
they can address adolescent concerns
in their artwork. In a technoloqical

environment, students can access informa-
tion from content experts and contempo-
rary artists, and collaborate across distance
and in real time; art educators can give and
get feedback from differing teaching and
learning levels.

Technology became a key to the success
of the project. Among the many benefits of
technology in a constructivist environment

. Increased communication, both verbal
and visual

. Increased creative problem fnding and
problem solving

. Increased knowledge abott contemporary
arttsts

. Increased accountability, ongoing
feedback and assessment; critical thinking

. Increased collaboration

. Increased awareness of relevance of art to
life, life to art

. Increased community among students
and teachers

. Increased connections: among students,
among schools, among ideas

. Increased opportunity for interdisci-
plinary learning through Big Ideas and
essential questions

. Increased accountability as the wiki
provides a written record ofactivi-
ties through the use ofartist pages
and discussion forum, threads, recent
site activity, and updates while it also
provides visual appeal.

VoiceThread with six responses.The Jocks, RRMS East Coast group.
Ewwww Cooties (2010\.24"x 15" x24". Papier-m6che, Styrofoam wig
form, paint, paint pens. Photograph by Susan L. Cooper.
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. Increased awareness of others, including fantastic tool to use in the art classroom.
communities and cultures; preservice Bridging classrooms from around the
art teachers see instruction in action, country, each representing different
adolescent interests and issues, behavior communities ond environments, the wiki
and classroom management through the became invaluabte for Big tdea building
interactions during videoconferencing. and, ultimately, art creating. (Becky L.,
Although beyond the scope ofthe present class of2010)
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work through their own mistakes.

I In the words ofone art education
major,
It is communication, collaborotion, and
creation at the click of a button. The
East CoastMest Coast Art wiki was a

I West Coast Middle School
Art Teacher:
Students across the country as well as
across the years struggle with similar
issues: identity, peer pressure, bullying and

finding their place.Through this project
I began tracking students' ideas around
reasons to create art using pre- ond post
surveys. Each time the results have indi-
cated a shift in student thinking towards
more complex and thoughtful ideas for
ort production following the project. As
they became the experts and lthe guide, it
was exciting to see them give voice to their
personal concerns in such a commanding
way visuolly.
And, how do students respond?

I West Coast:
I liked how we got to work independently,
Mrs. Kieling, and how you asked us ques'
tions so we could get more in depth about
whot we were doing, then how we got to
take it in our own direction.

I East Coast:
Mrs. Cooper, you didn't teach us anything
in Art. but we leorned an awful lot.
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AUTHOR NOTES
Visit http://voicethread.com/#q.b990435.
i0.k0 to learn more about the East Coast/
West Coast Art project.
For a meaningful discussion about some
issues middle school students encounter
and in which they engage, see M.
thisamericanlife.org/radio-archives/
episode/449lmiddle-school
Visit M.pbs.org/art2ll for video
interviews and work ofselected contem-
porary artists, as well as related educator
resources.
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Instructional Resources Students learn how to use art t0 educate
others and stand up for a cause.

Saving Whales and Dolphins
Through Petroglyphs and Activist Artworks
JAEHAN BAE

haling emerged in ancient times, when whales served as a source of food, fuel,
and other everyday resources that were vital for human civilizations (Busch,
1998). Prehistoric images of whales are found on rocks in a few areas throughout

the world (Sli jper, 1962), most notably the famous petroglyphs at the Bangudae cl i f fs in Ulsan,
South Korea, which depict whales and other animals (Lim, 1999).These petroglyphs suggest
that ancient people hunted sea mammals for survival and regarded whales as an object of
worship ("Daegokcheon Stream Petroglyphsi 2O1O). Petroglyphs such as those at Bangudae
are drawings made on stone.Typical ly unpainted (Arnold, 1996), they are regarded as one of
the oldest art forms in the world (Heyd & Clegg, 2005).

In more recent times, people have hunted whales and
dolphins for wealth rather than survival, so much that whales
have become an endangered species (Russell, 2001). Indeed,
the International Whaling Commission (IWC) banned
commercial whaling in 1986 (Russell, 1999), yeI over 1,000
whales are still killed each year under the guise of scientific
research or through loopholes in the laws ("End commercial
whaling," 2010).

Furthermore, lapan, Iceiand, and other allies have proposed
that whaling be legally resumed due to rebounding whale
populations, though their efforts clearly are guided by poten-
tial financial gain ("Japan determined to resume commercial
whaling," 20ll; Stevens & Pesmen, 2009). This Instructional
Resource enables students to examine and interpret vanous
endeavors by artist activists who seek to lead individuals
to deeper environmental understandings in the interest of
constructing a better world (Beyerbach, 201 l). It encourages
students to perceive that animals like whales and dolphins do
not exist solely for human use and consumption, but that they
play their own important role in the ecosystems on which
humans depend for survival (Bekoff, 2010). After exploring
the Bangudae petroglyphs, the Origami Whales Project
(OWP) of an activist artist Oki, a photo of an anti-whaling
protest, and a film about dolphins, students will produce
and exhibit their own artworks and critical commentarv on
animals, other species, and the environment.

learning 0bjectives
Students will:

. acquire and examine information about whales and dolphins and
their place in ecosystems of the world;

.learn about historical and cultural perspectives on whales and
dolphins through an examination of the petroglyphs of Bangudae,
Oki's installations, a photo of an anti-whaling protest, and the film
The Cove:

. deconstruct and evaluate how artist activists use artworks and
other practices to express their sense ofsocial and environmental
responsibility; and

. create and exhibit artworks that embrace themes of animal abuse
or animal and human rights, or express their personal view-
points about the treatment by humans of other species or the
environment.

The Petroglyphs of Bangudae
Figure 1 depicts images from the petroglyphs of Bangudae, which

were designated as a Korean National Treasure on ]une 23,1995 (Lim,
1999). The analysis of animal material gathered from shell mounds
in the area indicates that the petroglyphs were created between the
Neolithic Age and the Bronze Age. The petroglyphs represent four
major types of figures: sea animals (including whales); Iand animals;
humans and faces; and fishing/hunting equipment such as boats,
spears, floats, and nets. These are more clearly represented in Figure
2, in which colors were digitally applied to the lines and images.
Scientists have discovered approximately 290 examples of petroglyphs
on the Bangudae cliffs, which are adjacent to the Daegok stream, a
tributary of the Taehwa River that is close to Gangsaeng-po harbor
in the East Sea, an area known for decades for its whaling industry,
discontinued only in 1986.

l-
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